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Confusion between the use of *strait* and *straight* existed in Joseph Smith’s day and continues to persist today. This confusion is manifest in the spelling of the term in the original manuscript (*strait* preserved in 10 of 11 existing occurrences), the printer’s manuscript (all 27 instances spelled *strait*), and the 1830 edition (in which the compositor changed all 27 instances to *straight*). Through close examination of meanings, comparison to Hebrew words and usage, and analysis of poetic form, Hoskisson examines each instance of *strai(gh)t* in the Book of Mormon and recommends a spelling for each one.
STRAIGHTENING THINGS OUT
The Savior, in his concern for all of his children, admonished his disciples in the Sermon on the Mount, “Enter ye in at the strait gate,” and then warned them that “wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it” (Matthew 7:13–14). Later, the resurrected Savior repeated this same admonition to his followers in the Americas (see 3 Nephi 14:13–14; 27:33). The image Jesus introduced to the disciples, and to us, tends, through the contrast with the wide gate and the broad way, to draw attention at least as much to the straitness of the gate and the narrowness of the way as it does to the existence of a gate and a way. The unusual use of both strait and narrow, words that are synonymous, draws the reader’s attention to other expressions in the Book of Mormon where both words also occur, such as the strait and narrow path (see 1 Nephi 8:20).
In other passages in the Bible and the Book of Mormon, the word spelled *straight*, meaning “direct, right (correct), or not bent or curved,” is also used to describe the path. For instance, in Psalm 5:8, the psalmist pleads with God, “Lead me, O Lord, in thy righteousness because of mine enemies; make thy way straight before my face.” Hebrews 12:13 admonishes the Saints to “make straight paths for your feet.” In the Book of Mormon, Alma notes that God’s “paths are straight” (Alma 37:12) and that we can gain eternal life by taking the “straight course to eternal bliss” (v. 44).

Thus the holy scriptures speak of a narrow or *strait* way and also of a *straight* path. Is the way *strait* or *straight*? Or is it both? Or is the spelling irrelevant? For example, should the Book of Mormon read *straight* and *narrow* instead of *strait* and *narrow*?³

In this study I seek to clarify the imagery of the *strait*, *narrow*, and *straight* “paths” in the Book of Mormon.² First of all, I will explore the general confusion between *strait* and *straight* in the English of Joseph Smith’s day, a problem that persists even today and that has led to adjustments in the various printings of the Book of Mormon. Then I will explore the use of *straight* and *strait* in light of the poetic nature of the Book of Mormon passages. Because I believe these passages are analogous to Hebrew poetry, a knowledge of how biblical authors crafted and enriched their poetry will be used to help explain the Book of Mormon passages.

**Confusing Strait and Straight**

Three factors combine to create the potential for confusion between *strait* and *straight* in the Book of Mormon. First, it is only all too natural among English speakers to confuse homophones (words that sound alike but have different meanings), especially homophones whose written forms appear as similar as do *strait* and *straight*.³ A glance in the *Oxford English Dictionary* (OED) under the entries for *strait* and *straight* reveals an unexpectedly high number of crossover spellings going both ways, mostly before 1830.⁴ In the Prophet Joseph Smith’s day, the confusion apparently was widespread, if Webster’s 1828 dictionary is any indication. It states, erroneously to be sure, that *straight* and *strait* are “the same word” and that to distinguish between them is “wholly arbitrary.”⁵ The confusion is not limited to Joseph Smith’s day or to the examples in the *OED*. Quite often students in my classes will ask me what the difference is. Some do not even realize that *strait* exists as a separate word from *straight*.

Second, the English text of the Book of Mormon, between the original manuscript and the most recent printed edition, has seen changes in the spelling of *strai(gh)t* (in its various forms) in all 27 instances in the 23 verses where either of these words appears.⁶ The original manuscript, preserved in only 11 of these verses, reads *strait* in 10 instances and *straight* in 1. The printer’s manuscript of the Book of Mormon spells all 27 instances with *strait*, regardless of the contextual meaning. The compositors of the first printed edition changed all 27 occurrences to read *straight* in the 1830 printed edition. That the printer’s manuscript used entirely one spelling and the 1830 edition entirely the other exemplifies the confusion of spelling and meaning surrounding *strai(gh)t* that Webster’s 1828 dictionary mistakenly legitimizes. This means that early-19th-century sentiments would have accepted either spelling no matter the meaning.

As later editions of the Book of Mormon demonstrate, subsequent editors of the volume must have felt that *strait* and *straight* are not the same word and that a distinction between them is not at all arbitrary. Over time, they made changes in 14 of the 27 instances of *straight* that appear in the 1830 edition.⁷ These changes must have been based on a realization that the context of some of the passages containing *straight* called for the other meaning, represented by *strait* (that is, “narrow”).

The third reason for the lack of clarity about *strai(gh)t* in the Book of Mormon is really a subset of the previous reason. With the Book of Mormon, we cannot appeal to the original Nephite text because it is not available. Neither do we know which spelling the Prophet intended in any single passage. In contrast to the Book of Mormon, the biblical passages containing *straight* or *strait* leave no doubt that these two English homophones are not synonymous. The reason there is no confusion in the Bible is that *strait* and *straight* are translations from known languages, either Greek or Hebrew, in which the equivalents of *strait* and *straight* are neither homophones nor synonyms. The fact that the Bible is not ambiguous will become important when discussing Book of Mormon phrases that are similar to biblical expressions.
Given the above reasons for mistaking *straight* for *strait* and vice versa in English in general, I can now turn specifically to the various phrases in the Book of Mormon in which *strai(gh)t* occurs together with *path, way, or course*. The context within the Book of Mormon together with comparisons of similar phrases in the Bible will make it possible in all but one case to determine whether *straight* or *strait* is meant.

The Straight Path

Seven verses in the Book of Mormon contain *straight* with *path or course*, namely, 1 Nephi 10:8; Alma 7:9, 19; Alma 37:12; 2 Nephi 4:33; Alma 37:44 (twice); and 2 Nephi 9:41. The latter three verses will be treated later. The first four verses seem to be related to or dependent on a well-known biblical passage, Isaiah 40:3, “Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God.” In the New Testament, Isaiah’s words are applied specifically to John the Baptist, who, in preparation for Christ’s ministry, was sent to restore the gospel one last time under the law of Moses. In addition to this New Testament use, Isaiah 40:3 also supports the Latter-day Saint understanding that forerunners precede the coming(s) of the Messiah and restore (straighten = make right) the kingdom of God (the Way of God). Thus, Isaiah 40:3 speaks both in specific ways about the role of John the Baptist in the New Testament and in general terms about the role of forerunners in all dispensations in the restoration of God’s kingdom.

An examination of the Hebrew word that is translated in the King James Version as *straight* will help clarify the use of *straight* in these four Book of Mormon verses that seem to be dependent on Isaiah 40:3. The Hebrew word translated as *straight* comes from a root in the Semitic languages, *yšr*, that means “right, correct” and has the meanings in Hebrew of “straight, smooth, proper, right, level,” and so on. For instance, in Deuteronomy 9:5 the noun from this root is paralleled with *righteousness* and is translated as *uprightness*: “Not for thy righteousness, or for the uprightness [straightness] of thine heart.” Note also how *yšr* in Isaiah 40:3 in the New English Bible (hereafter NEB) is translated “Clear a highway,” indicating that *yšr* as a verb can mean “to clear” and as an adjective can denote “unobstructed.” Other nuances for *yšr* are also possible.

None of the four verses in the Book of Mormon that seem to be related to or dependent on Isaiah 40:3 quotes the verse exactly the way it appears in the King James Bible. First Nephi 10:8 more closely parallels the version contained in the synoptic Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke: “Prepare ye the way of the Lord, and make his paths straight.” Alma 7:9 adds a bit more, “Cry unto this people, saying—Repent ye, and prepare the way of the Lord, and walk in his paths, which are straight.” Alma 7:19 changes the exhortation to an observation: “I perceive that ye are in the path which leads to the kingdom of God; yea, I perceive that ye are making his paths straight.” And finally, Alma 37:12, in lan-
language that seems tied more closely to Alma 7:19–20 than to Isaiah 40:3, changes the observation to a statement of fact: “His paths are straight, and his course is one eternal round.”

Three things are of interest about these four verses. First, the further away in time from Isaiah the authors of these verses were, the more their text varied from Isaiah. Second, in all these Book of Mormon instances that seem dependent on or at least related to Isaiah 40:3, the straight paths always refer to God’s paths and, in contrast to the book of Isaiah itself, are always plural.¹⁴ It is as if the Book of Mormon were making a distinction between the plural paths of God and the singular path that mortal men take.¹⁵ And third, in three of the four verses that are related to Isaiah 40:3, the meaning of straight, as in Isaiah, does not necessarily mean “not bent” or “not crooked.” The exception, Alma 7:19, is in fact the only verse in the entire Book of Mormon that requires the meaning “not crooked” for straight when it modifies path or course. In verses 19 and 20, a beautiful antithetical parallelism, Alma commends the people of Gideon for “making [God’s] paths straight” because God “cannot walk in crooked paths, . . . neither hath he a shadow of turning from the right to the left.”¹⁶

In turning now to 2 Nephi 4:33 and Alma 37:44, it can be noted that these two verses, in contrast to Isaiah 40:3 and the Book of Mormon verses similar to it, do not speak of God’s paths but of mortal man’s path and do not use the plural but rather the singular path or course. Also, straight in these two verses cannot mean “not bent” or “not crooked.” This is best seen in 2 Nephi 4:32–33, which seems to be related to Psalm 5:8, “O Lord, . . . make thy way straight before my face.”¹⁷ The word way in this psalm is singular and refers to the path the psalmist desires to follow. Likewise, the pairs of parallel couplets in 2 Nephi 4:33 provide a nuanced description of the path that Nephi wanted God to prepare for him. The following is my tentative poetic structuring of this verse, with the relevant parallel words in italics:

O Lord, wilt thou encircle me around in the robe of thy righteousness!
O Lord, wilt thou make a way for mine escape before mine enemies!
   Wilt thou make my path straight before me!
   Wilt thou not place a stumbling block in my way—
   but that thou wouldst clear my way before me,
   and hedge not up my way,
   but the ways of mine enemy.¹⁸

Nephi’s plea, “make my path straight before me,” seems to combine elements of the psalmist’s and Isaiah’s phrasing. But dependence is not the issue here; the issue is the meaning of the phrase straight path that is provided by the antithetical parallel “Wilt thou not place a stumbling block in my way.” That is, Nephi’s straight path should contain no “stumbling block.” Thus the nuanced meaning of straight in this verse is not not crooked but rather clear or unencumbered.

With the various meanings for straight in Hebrew and with Nephi’s use of the word in 2 Nephi 4:33 clearly in mind, it is time to turn to Alma 37:44, a key passage in the Book of Mormon, to see how straight is used. The verse reads, “For behold, it is as easy to give heed to the word of Christ, which will point to you a straight course to eternal bliss, as it was for our fathers to give heed to this compass, which would point unto them a straight course to the promised land.” The analogy between the course Lehi took from the valley of Lemuel to the land of promise and the course that we must follow from where we are in order to arrive in the “far better land of promise” (verse 45) is telling for two reasons. First, the context makes it most likely that straight is the preferred spelling. Lehi and his family probably did not take a “narrow” or “constrained” course, although the possibility cannot be dismissed out of hand.¹⁹
Second and equally important, it cannot be maintained that the straight course Lehi took from the valley of Lemuel to the land of Bountiful and then across the sea to the Americas was not bent or curved. Their route contained at least one major course change when they shifted directions from traveling south-southeast (1 Nephi 16:13) to striking off in a “nearly eastward” direction (1 Nephi 17:1). Their path no doubt also contained smaller turns and twists that naturally would have been part of their many days of travel. Thus, while straight is correct, it cannot be taken in its sense of “not crooked,” but rather must be understood in its sense of “direct,” much like the English sentence “She went straight to the boss.” In this case, the straight course mentioned by Alma is a particular course, the course taken by Lehi.

That Alma means precisely direct in verse 44 is confirmed by the antithetical parallel in verses 41 and 42. When the people of Lehi were “slothful and forgot to exercise their faith and diligence” in the “compass,” they “did not travel a direct course.” Not traveling “a direct course” is contrasted in verse 44 with being led in “a straight course” through the wilderness to the promised land when they did “give heed to this compass.” The contrast created in this passage between “a straight course” and a course that was “not direct” makes it clear that in this passage straight means direct.²⁰

In summary, the Book of Mormon in six of seven verses seems to distinguish between the straight paths of God in the plural and the straight path of mortal men in the singular. (The seventh verse, 2 Nephi 9:41, will be discussed near the end of this paper.) The singular straight path that each person must take and that is tailored for that person through the guidance of the Holy Ghost may contain occasional course changes and yet be the shortest, most direct way back to God. The ways of God, that is, the gospel, are also straight in the sense of being direct. Perhaps significantly, only one passage in the Book of Mormon also describes God’s straight paths as being not crooked.

The Strait and Narrow

The expression strait and narrow, which occurs four times in our present Book of Mormon,²¹ was spelled straight and narrow in the 1830 printing. While I do not know on what basis the 1830 spelling was changed in a subsequent edition to strait and narrow, I believe the internal evidence in the Book of Mormon consistently calls for the spelling strait and narrow.

(Before I present the Book of Mormon evidence, I need to warn about a potential methodological mistake. The popular and widely used expression straight and narrow²² is, in its English origin, derived from a misreading or misunderstanding of “the strait gate and narrow way” in Matthew 7:14.²³ This means that the common English phrase straight and narrow should read strait and narrow. Therefore, an appeal to the proverbial phrase straight and narrow cannot be used to demand that the English translation of an ancient document, the Book of Mormon, also read straight instead of strait.)

One reason for an initial reluctance to abandon the 1830 Book of Mormon spelling strait for the current strait is the supposition that “the redundancy of strait and narrow as compound modifiers of the same noun cannot be defended by reference to any parallel in the Bible or the Book of Mormon.”²⁴ As far as the Book of Mormon is concerned, this statement is true only if it is assumed at the beginning that the expression strait and narrow is an error for straight and narrow. However, it is bad methodology to eliminate the expression under discussion and then claim that there are no examples of that expression. It would be more accurate to state that other than the expression under discussion, strai(gh)t and narrow path, there are no examples of strait and narrow modifying the same noun in the Book of Mormon. To do otherwise is to beg the question.

An appeal to the King James Version for an example of strait and narrow modifying the same noun does not help. It contains neither the phrase strait and narrow nor straight and narrow. Therefore, the King James translation cannot be used directly to justify either position.

The Hebrew text of the Old Testament is, however, another matter. It does contain an analogous, synonymous word pair to strait and narrow. But, as far as I can determine, it does not contain an analogous to straight and narrow. The Hebrew word pair tswr/lssr and tswq mean, respectively, “distress(ed), strait(en)(ed), narrow, slim, constrain(ed),” etc. and “siege, constrict; strait(en)(ed), constrain(ed), narrow,” etc.²⁵ For example, these two word roots stand
behind the King James translation of Job 36:16 (with the corresponding English words in italics), “Even so would he have removed thee out of the strait (tsār) into a broad place, where there is no straitness (mītsāq).”

(Other examples follow below in which these two roots are used in even more narrowly parallel structures.) In every instance that I could find in the Hebrew text of the Old Testament where this word pair occurs, no matter what form the roots take, tswr/tsrr always comes before tswq, just as strait in English nearly always comes before narrow when the two are bound in the same phrase.

While it is possible, even likely, that tswr/tsrr and tswq stand behind the Book of Mormon expression strait and narrow, it would be methodologically unsound to accept this suggestion as fact. Nevertheless, it is precisely these two Hebrew words from Job that have been used to render into Hebrew the Greek of Matthew 7:14, “strait gate and narrow way.” In addition, numerous passages in the Old Testament confirm the linguistic similarity and the close grammatical structure of tswr/tsrr and tswq to strait and narrow as synonymous, parallel poetic word pairs.

Perhaps for two reasons English Bible translations of tswr/tsrr and tswq do not use the adjectives strait and narrow in the same verse. First, tswr/tsrr and tswq almost always appear in a noun or verb form in the Hebrew text, analogous to the reading in 2 Nephi 31:9, “straitness of the path” and “narrowness of the gate” (discussed below). And second, the translation of the Hebrew nouns as straitness and narrowness does not always make for a transparent reading of the biblical passage in which they appear.

Nevertheless, a closer examination of three passages will demonstrate that tswr/tsrr and tswq form an even closer semantic and more exact syntactic analog for strait and narrow than is already apparent. The passages I have chosen each contain different Hebrew forms of this synonymous pair. For each example I give first the reference, then the phrase in transliterated Hebrew, and finally a more literal translation than the examples cited above. Notice how the various forms of tswr/tsrr and tswq and the other words in the phrases make poetic double and triple alliteration unavoidable: (1) Isaiah 30:6, bō’erets tsārāh watsūqāh, “in a strait and narrow land”; (2) Psalm 119:143, ṭsār umātsāq metsā’ānī, “constraint and narrowness have found me”; and (3) Job 15:24, yoba’attāhit ātsar umātsūqāh, “constraint and narrowness shall make him afraid.”

While my renderings here may be a bit stilted, it is clear in each case that tswr/tsrr and tswq are synonymous parallels. These two roots form a typical parallel poetic word pair in Hebrew, not just because of their semantic similarity but also because the built-in, and therefore unavoidable, alliteration makes the parallel usage of these two words particularly lyrical.

The evidence thus demonstrates that the expression strait and narrow does have an exact syntactic and nearly identical semantic analog in biblical Hebrew. This means that the Book of Mormon expression strait and narrow cannot be dismissed out of hand because of “redundancy” or the lack of a “parallel.” Just as strai(gh)t comes before narrow in eight of the ten verses in which they both occur in the Book of Mormon (the exceptions, 2 Nephi 9:41 and 33:9, are discussed below), the fact that these two Hebrew roots always appear in the same order in the biblical examples I found underscores the parallel nature of the Book of Mormon and Hebrew Bible expressions. In fact, the Hebrew usage pattern of tswr/tsrr and tswq (whether or not these two roots have anything to do with strait and narrow) provides analogical evidence that the English text of the Book of Mormon is more dependent in general on ancient Hebrew poetic practice than on King James English.

Now that I have demonstrated that an initial reluctance to read strait and narrow in four verses in the Book of Mormon has no merit, I can turn to a second reason for wanting to read straight and narrow instead of strait and narrow. This reason, also fraught with problems, maintains with regard to strai(gh)t that “the required spelling when modifying course is always straight.” By applying this “requirement,” the phrase strait and narrow course in Helaman 3:29 is corrected to read straight and narrow course. This correction is then used to justify, partly, changing the other three Book of Mormon instances of strait and narrow path to read straight and narrow.

However, further examination shows that it is inaccurate to claim that when strai(gh)t modifies the term course, the required spelling is straight. Of the four verses in the Book of Mormon where strai(gh)t modifies and is contiguous with course, only one occurrence matches the observation above and thus can be used as evidence. This verse, Alma 37:44, reads, “For behold, it is as easy to give heed to the word of Christ, which will point to you a straight course to eternal bliss, as it was for our fathers to give heed to
this compass, which would point unto them a *straight course* to the promised land.” Indeed, the “course” to the celestial kingdom is *straight*. However, this verse is the only one in the entire Book of Mormon where, unequivocally, *straight* and not *strait* is the proper modifier and, importantly, is contiguous with the course back to God. Two other verses, Alma 50:8 (“a straight course from the east”) and 56:37 (“march in a straight course”), do require the spelling *straight* as a modifier of *course*; but neither of these two verses has anything to do with the course back to God or God’s paths and therefore cannot be used as evidence, as has been suggested, for reading *straight* in Helaman 3:29.³⁴

The fourth verse, 2 Nephi 9:41 (“the way . . . lieth in a *straight course*”), cannot be used as evidence either because, as I will argue below, both *straight* and *strait* are possible readings in this verse. A general rule cannot be induced from only one conclusive and a second possible instance. Therefore, it cannot be maintained that “the required spelling when modifying *course* is always *straight*.”

In addition, the structure of Helaman 3:29 is distinct from the four verses from which the supposed “requirement” was apparently induced. Unlike the passages just mentioned (Alma 37:44; 50:8; 56:37; 2 Nephi 9:41), where *straight* is contiguous with *course*, in Helaman 3:29, *strai(gh)t* is not contiguous with *course*: “The word of God . . . [will] lead the man of Christ in a *strait and narrow course* across that everlasting gulf of misery.” Even if the evidence of the one unambiguous verse, Alma 37:44, were accepted as normative, does the norm still hold true if *strai(gh)t* is not contiguous with *course*? In fact, in other instances in the Book of Mormon, *strait* modifies *paths*, yet no rule that “*straight* is the required spelling when modifying *path*” is induced. Therefore, an appeal to a “requirement” does not settle the issue of whether *straight* or *strait* is the correct reading in Helaman 3:29.

However, to totally exhaust any reluctance to read *strait*, I now turn to one last proffered justification that Helaman 3:29 should read *straight*, namely, literary parallels with other passages.

This third and final argument for reading *straight* and not *strait* in Helaman 3:29 runs as follows: Because Mormon, the editor, “echoes” in Helaman 3:29 the language of Alma 37:44, *strai(gh)t* in Helaman 3:29 should be spelled *straight*, as it is in Alma 37:44.³⁵ This argument would have merit only if it could be proved that Helaman 3:29 “echoes” only Alma 37:44 and no other passages that contain the spelling *strait*. Let us look at the evidence. The relevant parts of Helaman 3:29–30 read, “The word of God . . . shall . . . lead the man of Christ in a *strait and narrow course* across that everlasting gulf of misery . . . and land their souls . . . in the kingdom of heaven.” The corresponding relevant parts of Alma 37:44–45 read, “The word of Christ . . . will point to you a *straight course* to eternal bliss. . . . The words of Christ, if we follow their course, [will] carry us beyond this vale of sorrow into a far better land of promise.” There are indeed similarities between these two passages.
However, there are other passages that “echo” Helaman 3:29 at least as closely, if not more closely, than Alma 37:44 does. For example, notice how the end result of following the “strai(gh)t and narrow course” in Helaman 3:29 parallels the end result of following the “the way which is narrow” in Jacob 6:8–11. The relevant phrases in Jacob 6:8–11 read, “Will ye reject all the words which have been spoken concerning Christ . . . and deny the good word of Christ? . . . Repent ye, and enter in at the strait gate, and continue in the way which is narrow, until ye shall obtain eternal life.” Helaman 3:28–30, again, reads “All . . . those who will believe on the name of Jesus Christ . . . may lay hold upon the word of God, which [will] . . . lead the man of Christ in a strait and narrow course . . . and land their souls . . . in the kingdom of heaven.” Thus, superficially, both Alma 37:44 and Jacob 6:8–11 provide “echoes” for Helaman 3:29.

Perhaps a more in-depth examination of strai(gh)t and narrow in Alma 37:44, Jacob 6:11, and Helaman 3:29 will help clarify the issue. Notice how the elements of these three verses line up with one another: Jacob 6:11 “the strait gate, and . . . the way which is narrow” Helaman 3:29 “a strai(gh)t and narrow course” Alma 37:44 “a straight course”

Helaman 3:29 and Alma 37:44 share only two words in common, strai(gh)t and course. Jacob 6:11 and Helaman 3:29, on the other hand, not only share two words, strai(gh)t and narrow, but they also share the conjunction and, and they share the synonymous words course and way. While it is true that Jacob 6:11 contains gate and Helaman 3:29 and Alma 37:44 do not, there are still a greater number of parallels or echoes between Jacob 6:11 and Helaman 3:29 than between Alma 37:44 and Helaman 3:29. Therefore, the spelling in Helaman 3:29 should reflect Jacob 6:11, namely, strait. And, by analogy, the other three instances of strai(gh)t and narrow in the Book of Mormon (1 Nephi 8:20; 2 Nephi 31:18, 19) should also be spelled strait.

In summary, the weight of the evidence favors reading strait and narrow in its four occurrences in the Book of Mormon. To sum up the arguments: First, the expression strait and narrow has an ancient Hebrew analog, and that analog would require the spelling strait. This is not true of straight and narrow, which to my knowledge has no Hebrew analog. Casual readers of the Book of Mormon should not be misled by the popular English saying straight and narrow, which in its origin is a mistake for strait and narrow. The parallels between strait and narrow path and strait gate and narrow way are convincing, while the similarities between the passages that contain strai(gh)t path are not compelling. The literary parallels also favor reading strait.

The Strait Gate and the Narrow Way

The words strai(gh)t(ness), gate, narrow(ness), and way/path all occur in one combination or another in five verses in the Book of Mormon: 2 Nephi 31:9; 33:9; Jacob 6:11; and 3 Nephi 14:14; 27:33. The latter two contain the words spoken by the Savior to the Nephites and are nearly identical to words that he spoke in the Sermon on the Mount: “Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life” (Matthew 7:14). Jacob 6:11, though similar to Matthew 7:14, reads, as might be expected from a different speaker in an earlier epoch, slightly differently: “Repent ye, and enter in at the strait gate, and continue in the way which is narrow, until ye shall obtain eternal life.” In each of these three Book of Mormon verses as well as in Matthew 7:14, the gate is strait and the way is narrow; and the order of the words is also set, with strait always coming before narrow and gate always coming before way. For these four verses, Matthew 7:14, Jacob 6:11, 3 Nephi 14:14, and 3 Nephi 27:33, the Book of Mormon and the Bible are emphatic that the gate is strait and the way is narrow.
The other two verses in the Book of Mormon that contain gate, strait, way, and narrow do vary slightly in their word order from the previous four examples and therefore deserve separate commentary. I will begin first with 2 Nephi 31:9: “And again, it showeth unto the children of men the straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate, by which they should enter, [Christ] having set the example before them.” The expression “strai(gh)tness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate” is so close to “the strait gate, and . . . the way which is narrow” (Jacob 6:11) that a relationship between the former and the latter cannot be dismissed easily. Indeed, none of the differences change the meaning, as long as strait and not straight is read. Additionally, the use of the noun phrases straitness of the path and narrowness of the gate reflects the ancient Semitic language preference to use nouns as modifiers. English prefers adjective clauses, such as strait path and narrow gate.

Nephi’s own words in this same chapter, 2 Nephi 31, confirm the connection between the straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate and the strait gate and narrow way. The expression straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate in verse 9 refers to Christ’s example of being baptized and having the Holy Ghost descend upon him (see vv. 5–8). In the same chapter Nephi makes it clear that “repentance and baptism” are “the gate” (v. 17) and that after cleansing by the Holy Ghost, “then are ye in this strait and narrow path which leads to eternal life” (v. 18).

The resemblance between the straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate and passages similar to the strait gate and . . . the way which is narrow (Jacob 6:11) is more than superficial. If the first expression is simply a variation of the strait gate and narrow way, as I have just argued, then in good Hebrew style straitness is the synonymous poetic parallel to narrowness.

However, if straightness is read in 2 Nephi 31:9, several telling changes occur in the expression. The most obvious difference is that the meaning of the verse is changed to “the not crookedness (or not directness) of the path and the narrowness of the gate.” The second obvious difference is that the poetic parallel structure of the verse suffers because straightness is neither synonymous nor antithetical to narrowness. In fact, straight(ness) and narrow(ness) never occur in parallel in any scripture in the Latter-day Saint canon, including the Hebrew Bible (unless straight is also read in two of the other verses being discussed in this study). Therefore, reading straight does too much violence to the poetic strength and the Hebrew nature of 2 Nephi 31:9 and to its congruence with other scriptures. The evidence calls for reading strait.

Is it nevertheless possible that 2 Nephi 31:9 be emended to read “straightness of the path”?

The reasoning runs as follows: In this verse the strai(gh)tness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate refers to the example Christ set for us in keeping the commandments, including being baptized (vv. 5–8). In verse 4, Nephi introduces the discussion of Christ’s baptism by referring to things he had previously “spoken” on the subject. Nephi’s only recorded previous discourse on the subject came at a time much earlier in his life when he had seen a vision of the baptism of Christ and wrote about it in 1 Nephi 11:27–28. In the chapter preceding the record of this vision, 1 Nephi 10:7–8, Nephi recorded his father Lehi’s words “concerning a prophet [John the Baptist] who should come
before the Messiah, to prepare the way of the Lord—yea, even he should go forth and cry in the wilderness: Prepare ye the way of the Lord, and make his paths straight.” (As I discussed above, the latter expression is a paraphrase of Isaiah 40:3.) The supposition linking these verses is that the strai(gh)t path in 2 Nephi 31:9 must be referring back through verse 4 of the same chapter to Nephi’s previous writings, namely 1 Nephi 11:27–28, then to Nephi’s father’s words in 1 Nephi 10:8 containing the Isaiah paraphrase, where straight is the correct spelling. Therefore, 2 Nephi 31:9, as this hypothesis goes, should read “straightness of the path” and not “straithness of the path.”

Besides ignoring the clear parallels that the expression “stra(gh)tness of the path and narrowness of the gate” has with “the strait gate and narrow way,” this line of reasoning is troublesome for several other reasons. The only common element between these three Book of Mormon passages is that each mentions the baptism of Christ. However, the fact that all three passages mention the baptism is not enough to force the conclusion that the straight of the 1 Nephi 10:8 passage should be imposed on the stra(gh)t in the 2 Nephi 31:9 passage, especially since the supposed link between them, 1 Nephi 11:27–28 (or anywhere else in the chapter), does not contain either straight or strait. The contexts in which the baptism is mentioned are sufficiently different that to propose a thematic connection between the two passages in 1 Nephi and the passage in 2 Nephi is at best a stretch. Because Nephi does not draw specific attention in 2 Nephi 31:9 to an earlier text, just to his previous spoken message(s), it would be difficult to believe that Nephi, late in his life, expected his hearers to make the connection back to events that took place many years earlier in his life, namely, 1 Nephi 10 and 11. Simply as a matter of practicality, the thread cannot be stretched back to 1 Nephi.

Additionally, when Lehi’s words make his paths straight in 1 Nephi 10:8 are compared directly with Nephi’s phrase stra(gh)tness of the path in 2 Nephi 31:9, the wording and context of the former do not line up thematically with the latter. Lehi’s paraphrase of Isaiah 40:3 concerns making straight paths for God, that is, straightening out the doctrine in preparation for the coming of the Lord (see the discussion on 1
Nephi 10:8 above). On the other hand, the expression *straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate* in 2 Nephi 31:9 is contained within Nephi’s call to his “beloved brethren” (v. 6) to be baptized (enter the strait gate) and receive the Holy Ghost (v. 13) and thereby walk in “this strait and narrow path” (v. 18).

If the strait gate and narrow way for mortals but not with Lehi’s declaration that the forerunner of the Messiah would “make [God’s] paths straight.”

Because of the differences between 2 Nephi 31:9 and 1 Nephi 10:8, the only possible way to seriously maintain a connection is to try to interpose another passage connecting the two. But even that passage, 1 Nephi 11:27, though clearly linked internally to 1 Nephi 10:8, does not provide the compelling, missing link to 2 Nephi 31:9. As with 1 Nephi 10:8, the particular context of 1 Nephi 11:27 concerns Nephi’s vision of the coming of the Messiah and includes as detail the fact that “the Redeemer of the world, of whom my father had spoken,” would be baptized by “the prophet who should prepare the way before him” (v. 27). The particular context is one in which “the prophet . . . should prepare the way before” “the Redeemer of the world.” The general context within the chapter concerns Nephi’s learning to understand the interpretation of the symbol of “the tree of life” that his father had seen (v. 11; 1 Nephi 15:22). Thus, both the specific and the general contexts of 1 Nephi 11:27–28 concern what Christ did. Nowhere does chapter 11 treat directly the things that mortals must do to follow Christ. On the other hand, the context of 2 Nephi 31:9 concerns precisely the things that mortals must do, the path that mortals must take, to follow Christ. Any supposed connection between the strai(gh)t(ness) of the path for mortals in 2 Nephi 31:9 and the fact that Christ as part of his condescension would be baptized by John the Baptist does not exist.

For all the reasons given above, 2 Nephi 31:9 should correctly read, “the straitness of the path and the narrowness of the gate.” The parallels with *strait gate and narrow way* require this reading. The context within the chapter demands this reading. A direct comparison with 1 Nephi 10:8 (Isaiah 40:3)

does not support a different reading. Neither can the intervening chapter and verses, 1 Nephi 11:27–28, be used to suggest changing 2 Nephi 31:9.

All that has been said about 2 Nephi 31:9, “the straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate,” can also be said about 2 Nephi 33:9, “enter into the narrow gate, and walk in the strait path.” In fact, the only possible reason for changing 2 Nephi 33:9 to read *straight* instead of *strait* is “literary consistency,” supposedly on the basis of emending 2 Nephi 31:9. Like 2 Nephi 31:9, this verse contains a variation in the word order of the expression *strait gate and narrow way*, but in this case the adjectives *strait* and *narrow* have changed places. Because *strait* is correct, the word order does not matter: The parallel poetic structure remains intact, and the meaning is maintained. If *straight* is read, then the verse does change meaning, a meaning unique in Latter-day Saint scripture. In addition, the poetic parallelism is destroyed, and the variation in word order of this phrase does not make sense. Like 2 Nephi 31:9, this verse occurs in the context of what mortals must do to be reconciled to God, not what prophets must do to prepare the ways of the Lord. Therefore, like 2 Nephi 31:9, there are compelling reasons to read *strait* and no valid reasons to read *straight* in 2 Nephi 33:9.

It would be tempting to proclaim, after the foregoing discussion, that any verse containing *strai(gh)t* and *narrow* requires the spelling *strait*. With only one plausible exception, in all ten Book of Mormon verses where the words *strai(gh)t(ness)* and *narrow(ness)* occur, the most compelling reading is *strait*. Were it not for the exception, 2 Nephi 9:41 (“the way . . . lieth in a straight course”), I could state that the “required spelling” is always *strait* when it appears in the same verse with *narrow*. As it is, I can state only that when *narrow* and *strai(gh)t* occur in the same verse, nine times out of ten the best reading is *strait*. The one exception, 2 Nephi 9:41, does not fit neatly either with the verses containing *strait gate and narrow way* or with the verses containing *strait and narrow*, or even with the verses in which God’s paths are made *straight*. It is time now to turn to this anomaly.

### 2 Nephi 9:41 as an Anomaly

Arranged in poetic form, 2 Nephi 9:41 currently reads,

Come unto the Lord, the Holy One.
Remember that his paths are righteous.
Behold, the way for man is narrow, but it lieth in a straight course before him.

The printer’s manuscript reads strait. The compositor of the 1830 edition changed the word to read straight, and thus it has remained through the 1981 edition, even though other changes in the verse have been made. This verse needs careful analysis.

It is possible to read straight in this verse. As mentioned above, straight in Hebrew comes from a form of the root yšr, which can mean “not bent” or “not curved” and also “direct, without hindrance; uprightness, correct,” and so on. For example, in a passage already mentioned above, Deuteronomy 9:5, yšr is the Hebrew word that the King James translators rendered “uprightness,” that is, “Not for thy righteousness, or for the uprightness of thine heart, dost thou go to possess their land.” Uprightness (yšr) and righteousness are paralleled in this verse and in other verses in the King James Version. The translators could just as well have rendered yšr with straightness. The verse in Deuteronomy would then read, “Not for thy righteousness, or for the straightness of thine heart, but it lieth in a straight course before him.” Only the latter reading, the contrary, is the word strait, in favor of straight.

First is the issue that straight is the only acceptable modifier of course. As I have demonstrated above, this supposed rule is based on a single, relevant passage and therefore is not convincing. It cannot be invoked to force the reading of straight in this or any other verse.

The second issue concerns the conjunction but in 2 Nephi 9:41. A perfunctory reading would suggest that “the conjunction but makes it impossible that Jacob intended the meaning of ‘strait.’” That is, how can the way be “narrow” but “strait”? This would seem to be a contradiction because strait is synonymous with narrow and the conjunction but seems to preclude a synonymous parallel. On the other hand, reading straight makes sense because it is not synonymous with narrow.

That the conjunction but precludes reading strait is true for only one of the definitions of but. However, in both English and Hebrew, but has a range of meaning that is not limited to the contrastive. Some of these other meanings would not exclude reading strait. The following synonyms of but taken from the Oxford English Dictionary exemplify some of the meanings that but can have in English: “... nevertheless, yet, however, ... on the other hand, moreover.” In the following quotation, but can have several of these meanings in addition to being contrastive: “Feversham passed for a good-natured man: but he was a foreigner.” By way of example, replacing but in the foregoing quotation with two different synonyms yields the following two illustrations of the range of meanings but can have: “Feversham was a good-natured man; however, he is a foreigner” and “he was good-natured; moreover, he was a foreigner.” In other words, but can connote, respectively, a contrast or an addition.

Applied to 2 Nephi 9:41, these same meanings for but yield the following possibilities: “Behold, the way for man is narrow; moreover [but indicating an addition], it lieth in a strait(gh)t course before him” or “Behold, the way for man is narrow; however [but indicating a contrast], it lieth in a strait(gh)t course before him.” Only the latter reading, the contrastive, would require the rejection of a synonym such as strait to parallel narrow. The first reading does not require strait(gh)t to contrast with narrow and therefore would allow the reading strait as well as straight without doing violence to the meaning of the phrase.
It could be argued that the many nuances of English *but* are not relevant because the language on the small plates was probably a form of Hebrew. However, like English, not all the equivalents of *but* in Hebrew require the contrastive sense. The common, modern Hebrew word for *but*, *ḥé*, occurs only 11 times in the Old Testament, 4 of which can have the force in biblical Hebrew of *truly*. For example, Genesis 42:21 of the King James Version reads, “We are verily guilty.” Literally, the Hebrew text reads, “But [truly] we are guilty.” Applying this Hebrew syntax and meaning of *but* to 2 Nephi 9:41, the verse could easily read, “The way for man is narrow; truly it lieth in a strait course before him.”

In addition to *ḥé*, the conjunction *v* (‘ in Hebrew, usually translated “and”) can be translated as *but*, such as in Genesis 17:21 and Psalm 13:6. With the reading *v* instead of *ḥé*, 2 Nephi 9:41 could be rendered “The way for man is narrow, and it lieth in a strait course before him.” Other Hebrew words with various nuances are also translated as *but* and would allow for the reading *strait* in this verse.

Thus both English and Hebrew noncontrastive meanings of *but* allow for reading *strait* in 2 Nephi 9:41, and therefore reading *strait* cannot be dismissed out of hand from either an ancient or a modern approach. Additionally, reading *strait* in this verse would also accord with every other instance in Latter-day Saint scripture where both *strait* and *narrow* occur in the same verse. Therefore, though a case can be made for reading *straight* in 2 Nephi 9:41, reading *strait* is possibly preferable to *straight*.

**Summary and Conclusion**

The Book of Mormon speaks of God’s paths as being *straight* in the sense of “direct,” “right,” and “not crooked” in 1 Nephi 10:8, Alma 7:9, and Alma 7:19. Three verses in the Book of Mormon—Alma 37:44, 2 Nephi 4:33, and Alma 37:12—speak of the journey that each mortal must take, or desires to take, on his or her personal *straight path*; and the context in each of these three verses calls for the meaning “direct,” “right,” or “unencumbered,” but never “not crooked.” In terms that apply universally to all mortals, the Book of Mormon states that the *gate* of baptism is *strait* (2 Nephi 31:18) and that the *way* after baptism is *strait and narrow* (2 Nephi 31:19), with the Holy Ghost guiding the way (2 Nephi 32:3).

In the ten verses in the Book of Mormon where the words *strai(gh)t* and *narrow* occur in the same verse, there are compelling reasons in nine of them to read *strait*, while the tenth verse could take either reading. Reading *strait* in the expressions *strait gate and narrow way* and *strait and narrow way* preserves the poetic parallelism, accords with a biblical Hebrew analog, and is consistent within the Book of Mormon.

With this I conclude my attempt to *straighten* and *straiten* the meaning of *strai(gh)t* in the Book of Mormon.

The title of this article, “Straightening Things Out,” is an intended pun based on Hebrew. In biblical Hebrew the word *dabbar* can be translated either as “thing” or as “word.” Thus the title of this paper contains the pun “Straightening Words Out.” For diversion next time you read the Book of Mormon, substitute *word* for *thing* and *thing* for *word* and marvel at the additional meanings that frequently jump off the page.
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The straight and narrow is “a misinterpretation of Matt. vii. 14 ‘Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life, and few there be that finde it’” (OED, s.v. “strait,” sense 3a; original spelling retained).
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nuances, do not inherently contain poetical alliteration. The King James translators seem to have been aware of this and seem to have made an effort to preserve the poetical alliteration, at least occasionally, for example, with the word *straightness* in Deuteronomy 28:53, 55, 57 and Jeremiah 19:9.

33. Reynolds and Skousen, “Strait and Narrow,” 32.

34. Alma 50:8 reads, “And the land of Nephi did run in a straight course from the east sea to the west.” The relevant part of Alma 56:37 reads, “When they saw the army of Antipus pursuing them, with their might, they did not turn to the right nor to the left, but pursued their march in a straight course after us.”

35. Reynolds and Skousen, “Strait and Narrow,” 32. Notice, however, that using this same line of reasoning, it could just as well be argued that *if* straight and narrow is correct in Helaman 3:29, then the “echoes” would require reading *strait* in Alma 37:44. From what is known of the caravan routes in ancient Arabia, the general area through which Lehi was led in a “straight” course, strait would not be amiss. The routes were purposely made narrow, at least in some places. Also, it was forbidden on pain of death to leave the established trail, meaning that turning to the left or to the right off the trail was a capital offense, a rather stark form of constraint or straitening. See Groom, Frankincense and Myrrh, 169–70, 181, 183.

36. In addition to the “echo” presently to be discussed, the other passages include 3 Nephi 14:14; 27:33, and the three exact parallels on the small plates, namely, 1 Nephi 8:20 and 2 Nephi 31:18, 19. The latter three verses predate Helaman 3:29 by at least 400 years and perhaps by as much as 1,000 years (see note 38 below). Thus, strictly speaking, it would be better to let the small plates determine the reading in Helaman 3:29 than the other way around.

37. See the discussion above of *straight* modifying *course*, where I point out that there is only one unambiguous passage in the Book of Mormon where *straight* modifies and is contiguous with the course back to God.

38. Either the commentator in Helaman 3:29, who seems to be Mormon and who therefore wrote the passage nearly 1,000 years after the composition of the small plates, simply used a synonym of *path*, or the Prophet Joseph Smith translated the original word as *course* on the large plates but as *path* on the small plates. Thus, the course in Helaman 3:29, the path in the small plates, and the way in Jacob 6:11 (and 3 Nephi 14:14 and 27:33) appear to be synonymous.

39. Also note that if *strait* and *narrow* are synonymous and parallel, any grammatically correct rearrangement of *gate*, *straight*, way, and *narrow*, such as the hypothetical expression *the narrow way and the strait gate or the narrow gate and the strait way*, would still preserve the original meaning of the expression.

40. Because 2 Nephi 31:9 comes before Jacob 6:11 in the Book of Mormon, it would be difficult to argue that the former is dependent on the latter. It could be argued that both are dependent on a common source, such as some combination of *tswr* and *tsrw* or an expression on the large plates of Nephi. Notice that Isaiah 62:10 does parallel gates with highway in a five-line poetic call to get ready for the coming of the Messiah:

*Go through, go through the gate; prepare ye the way of the people; cast up, cast up the highway; gather out the stones; lift up a standard for the people.*

In fact, *if* *straightness* is the correct reading, then, just as with Jacob 6:11, 3 Nephi 14:14, and 27:33, it does not matter what the word order is in 2 Nephi 31:9. Any grammatically correct combination of *straight* with *path* or *gate* and *narrowness* with *path* or *gate* will yield the identical meaning. An anonymous reviewer of an early draft of this article pointed out to me other analogous reversals of word order, such as with *abomination* and *dissolution*, and particularly with *bind*, *law*, *seal*, and *testimony.*
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42. The verses are 2 Nephi 9:41, “The way for man is narrow, but it lieth in a straight course before him” (a difficult passage that will be discussed below), and 2 Nephi 33:9, “Enter into the narrow gate, and walk in the strait path.”
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44. There is an additional though less elegant reason for reading *strait* and *not straight* that is contingent on word order. By moving gate and *path* in 2 Nephi 31:9 to the word positions they occupy in the three Book of Mormon verses discussed above (*strait gate* and *narrow way*), the unlikely combination *straightness of the gate and narrowness of the path* would ensue. (Even Reynolds and Skousen, “Strait and Narrow,” 31, point out that “it would be unusual to speak of a ‘straight gate.’” As my colleague S. Kent Brown reminded me privately, the pathway or road approaching the gates of ancient cities nearly always contained a 90-degree turn just before entering the gate. More advanced fortifications contained several 90-degree turns between the main gate and the exit out of the gate complex into the city proper. Thus, neither the gate nor the way would have been spoken of as being *straight* in the sense of being not bent.) Thus, when reading *strait*, the word order can change without changing the meaning of the expression. However, reading *straight* would not allow a shift in word order without doing violence to the meaning.
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53. There are possibly other English meanings for *but* that would also allow reading *strait* in this verse. For example, “Rehold, the way for man is narrow, so that it lieth in a strait(gh) course before him” (OED, s.v. “but,” sense 14).

54. Other Latter-day Saint scripture provides examples of *but* used in a noncontrastive sense. Abraham 1:19 reads, “As it was with Noah so shall it be with thee; but through thy ministry my name shall be known in the earth forever, for I am thy God.” If *but* were used in a contrastive sense in this verse, then it could be replaced by a synonym that is also contrastive, such as *however*. Notice though that when *however* as a contrastive conjunction replaces *but* in this verse, the verse does not seem to make sense. On the other hand, the meaning of the verse is preserved if *but* is replaced with a word that introduces a contrast, as *moreover*, yielding, “As it was with Noah so shall it be with thee; moreover, through thy ministry my name shall be known in the earth forever, for I am thy God.” The sense of the verse is also maintained if the *but* is changed to *verily*: “As it was with Noah so shall it be with thee; verily, through thy ministry my name shall be known in the earth forever, for I am thy God.” The sense of the verse is also maintained if the *but* is changed to *verily*: “As it was with Noah so shall it be with thee; verily, through thy ministry my name shall be known in the earth forever, for I am thy God.”
55. See Koehler and Baumgartner, Hebrew & Aramaic Lexicon, s.v. "םלועש".

56. The other seven examples of 'bl occur in later books and are translated as "but" or "however." As an aside, it is interesting to note that the Hebrew root mentioned above, tswr/tsrr, stands behind the KJV words anguish and distress in this verse.

57. Another example would be 2 Kings 4:14, "Verily [but] she hath no child." See also 1 Kings 1:43 and Genesis 17:19. It must be said that in each of these instances of 'bl being translated as "verily," the word does not function as a conjunction but rather introduces a clause, which is one of the possible readings in 2 Nephi 9:41.

58. I am aware that the construction in 2 Nephi 9:41 is different from the biblical passages where 'bl means "verily." Nevertheless, the Hebrew passages do demonstrate one of the range of meanings of 'bl.

59. See Koehler and Baumgartner, Hebrew & Aramaic Lexicon, s.v. "םלועש".

60. Hebrew has more complicated locutions, such as הָלַךְ יְהוָה יִשְׂרָאֵל, that in addition to being translated as "but" also have a wide range of meanings, including "nevertheless."

Has the Seal of Mulek Been Found?

Jeffrey R. Chadwick

1. See John W. Welch, ed., Reexploring the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992), 142–44.


3. See Nahman Avigad and Benjamin Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1997), 55, item no. 15.

4. Because this article provides Hebrew terms in a Hebrew font, I will give pronunciation transliterations of Hebrew terms rather than strictly mechanical transliterations of the kind often used in works that do not use a Hebrew font. In my view, strictly mechanical transliterations are cumbersome and difficult for many readers who are not Hebrew scholars, whereas pronunciation transliterations are easily read and vocalized.

5. See John Bright, Jeremiah (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1965), 226. Bright’s use of the term prince to indicate a royal son differs from the usage of the term in the King James Version, where prince is the translation of נָשִׁי (nasî), a Hebrew term for a "minister" or "ruler" (see n. 23 below).


7. The drawing of the seal impression uses the photo in Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals (see n. 10 below), since the drawing in Deutsch and Lemaire, Biblical Period Seals in the Shlomo Moussaieff Collection (see n. 11 below), was found to be inaccurate and of lesser quality.


10. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 55, item no. 15.


12. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 12.

13. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 66, item no. 45.

14. The instances (outside the Bible) of Hebrew personal names appearing with the title ben hamelek occur on 9 known stamp seals, 4 known bullae, and 1 known jar handle impression. These 14 occurrences represent 11 different names. Following is the Hebrew alphabetical list, by name, of these seals and impressions. It includes the initial lamed (ל), which indicates "belonging to," with the seal(s) or impression(s) noted according to its number and page in the Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals of Avigad and Sass:

1. אָסָיָה-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Eishalama ben hamelek (cf. 2 Kings 25:25; Jeremiah 41:1), seal, Corpus, no. 11, p. 53.

2. גֶּדֶּיָּהוּ-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Girayhu ben hamelek, bulla, Corpus, no. 412, p. 174; bulla, Corpus, no. 413, p. 174 (from a different seal than no. 412).

3. גָּדַיָּהוּ-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Gadyayhu ben hamelek, seal, Corpus, no. 12, p. 54.

4. יֶהוֹוָּה-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Yehuahaz ben hamelek (cf. 2 Kings 23:30), seal, Corpus, no. 13, p. 54.

5. יַעֲרָיָּהוּ-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Yarayhu ben hamelek, seal, Corpus, no. 14, p. 54.


7. מַלְקַיָּהוּ-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Malkiayhu ben hamelek (cf. Jeremiah 38:6), seal, Corpus, no. 15, p. 55 (this seal is the subject of this paper).

8. מֶנָּשֶׁה-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Menashe ben hamelek (cf. 2 Kings 21:1), seal, Corpus, no. 16, p. 55.

9. יְהוֹוָּה-רִי—name: Yehovahur ben hamelek, seal, Corpus, no. 17, p. 55; seal, Corpus, no. 18, p. 56 (different from seal no. 17); bulla, Corpus, no. 415, p. 175 (from a seal different from nos. 17 and 18).

10. יֶרַעְמַעֵל—name: Pedayahu ben hamelek, seal, Corpus, no. 19, p. 56.

11. לֶשֶׁבַע-הֶנֶּלֶכֶת—name: Shelbanyahu ben hamelek, jar handle impression, Corpus, no. 562, p. 243.

12. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 55.

13. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 55.

14. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 54.

15. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 27, 54–55.

16. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 27.

17. See Avigad and Sass, Corpus of West Semitic Stamp Seals, 28.